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Michael r solomon consumer behavior

Using a lively writing style, examples directly related to students as consumers, and groundbreaking research, this critical survey of marketing practices explains why people buy things and how products, services and consumer activities contribute to the broader social world that consumers experience. Solomon goes
beyond the discussion about why people buy things and explores how products, services and consumer activities help shape people's social experiences. Consumers Ru≤ Perception; Learning and memory; Motivation and values; The self; Personality and lifestyle; Attitudes and convincing communication; Individual
decision-making; Purchase and disposal; Groups; Organizational and household decision-making; Income and social class; Ethnic, racial and religious subcultures; Age Subcultures; Cultural influences on Consumer Behavi∨ Global Consumer Culture For marketing professionals who want to understand the latest trends
in consumer behavior. For lower and MBA courses in consumer behavior. Solomon goes beyond the discussion about why people buy things and explores how products, services and consumer activities help shape people's social experiences. About author Michael R. Solomon, Ph.D., is Human Sciences Professor of
Consumer Behavior in the Department of Consumer Affairs, College of Human Sciences, at Auburn University. Before joining Auburn in 1995, he was chairman of the Department of Marketing at the School of Business at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey. He earned a bachelor's degree in psychology and
sociology at Brandeis University in 1977, and a doctorate in social psychology from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1981. He received the Cutty Sark Men's Fashion Award for his research on the psychological aspects of clothing. In 1996 he was awarded the Fulbright/FLAD Chair in Market Globalization
by the U.S. Fulbright Commission and the Government of Portugal. Professor Solomon's primary research interests include consumer behaviour and lifestyle problems, online research methods, the symbolic aspects of products, the psychology of fashion, decoration and image and service marketing. He has published a
number of articles on these and related topics in academic journals, and he has given invited lectures on these subjects in the UK, Scandinavia, Australia and Latin America. His research has been funded by the American Academy of Advertising, the American Marketing Association, the International Council of Shopping
Centers, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the U.S. Department of Commerce. He currently sits on the editorial boards of the Journal of Consumer Behaviour journal of Retailing, and the European Business Review, and was elected to the Board of Governors of the Academy of Marketing Science. Professor
Solomon ranked as one of the fifteen most cited researchers in the academic behavioral science/fashion literature, and as one of the ten most prolific researchers in the field of advertising and marketing communication. In addition to his academic activities, Professor Solomon is a frequent contributor to mass media. He
is the author of Conquering Consumerspace: Marketing Strategies for a Branded World, which was published in 2003. His feature articles have appeared in such magazines as Psychology Today, Gentleman's Quarterly and Savvy. He has been quoted in a number of national magazines and newspapers, including Allure,
Elle, Glamour, Mademoiselle, Mirabella, Newsweek, New YorkTimes, Self, USAToday and the Wall Street Journal. He has been interviewed a number of times on radio and television, including appearances on Today, Good Morning America, CNBC, Channel One, Inside Edition, Newsweek on the Air, Wall Street Journal
Radio Network and National Public Radio. Professor Solomon advises many companies on issues related to consumer behavior, services marketing, retail, and advertising, and he is director of Mind/Share, Inc., a consulting firm specializing in online consumer research. He often addresses business groups on strategic
issues related to consumer behavior. Professor Solomon currently lives in Auburn, Alabama, with his wife, Gail, their three children, Amanda, Zachary, and Alexandra-and their pug Kelbie Rae. Michael R. Solomon, Ph.D., is a professor of marketing at the Haub School of Business at Saint Joseph's University in
Philadelphia. Before joining the Faculty of Saint Joseph in the fall of 2006, he was a professor of consumer behavior at Auburn University. Before moving to Auburn in 1995, he was director of the Department of Marketing at the School of Business at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey. Professor Solomon
began his academic career at the Graduate School of Business Administration at New York University, where he also served as assistant director of NYU's Institute of Retail Management. He earned his bachelor's degree in psychology and sociology at Brandeis University and a doctorate in social psychology from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In 1996 he was awarded the Fulbright/FLAD Chair in Market Globalization by the U.S. Fulbright Commission and the Government of Portugal, and served as distinguished lecturer in marketing at the Technical University of Lisbon. He was professor of consumer behaviour at the
University of Manchester (UK) from 2007 to 2013. Professor Solomon's primary research interests include consumer behavior and lifestyle problems; branding strategy; the symbolic aspects of products; psychology of fashion, decoration and image; services marketing; marketing in virtual worlds; and development of
visually oriented research methods. He has published a number of articles on these and related topics in academic journals, and he has given invited lectures on these subjects in Europe, Australia, Asia and Latin America. His research has been funded by the American Academy of Advertising, the American Marketing
Association, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the International Council of Shopping Centers and the U.S. Department of Commerce. He currently sits on the editorial or advisory boards of The Journal of Consumer Behaviour, journal of Marketing Theory and Practice, Critical Studies in Fashion and Beauty and journal
for advancement of Marketing Education, and earned an elected six-year term on the board of governors of the Academy of Marketing Science. Professor Solomon has been recognized as one of the 15 most cited researchers in the academic behavioral science/fashion literature, and as one of the 10 most prolific
researchers in advertising and marketing communications. Professor Solomon is a frequent contributor to mass media. His feature articles have appeared in such magazines as Psychology Today, Gentleman's Quarterly and Savvy. He has been quoted in a number of national magazines and newspapers, including
Allure, Elle, Glamour, Mademoiselle, Mirabella, Newsweek, New York Times, Self, USA Today and the Wall Street Journal. He often appears on television and speaks on radio to comment on consumer behavior issues, including appearances on The Today Show, Good Morning America, Inside Edition, Newsweek on the
Air, Entrepreneur Sales and Marketing Show, CNBC, Channel One, Wall Street Journal Radio Network, WOR Radio Network and National Public Radio. He works as a consultant for many companies on consumer behavior and marketing strategy issues and often speaks to business groups across the United States and
abroad. In addition to this text, Professor Solomon is co-author of the widely used textbook Marketing: Real People, Real Choices. He has three children, Amanda, Zachary and Alexandra; a son-in-law, Orly; and three grandchildren, Rose, Evey and Arya. He lives in Philadelphia with his wife Gail and their other child, a
pug named Kelbie Rae. Michael's presentations are a head of thought in marketing and advertising, revealing cutting-edge trends in advertising and marketing, branding, consumer behavior and social media. He creates a visual outing into the minds of consumers and what affects them to buy. He captivates the audience
with the insights he presents during his interactive keynotes and seminars. Michael is a regular contributor at Forbes.com, where he writes about retail, consumer behavior and branding.  He has spoken to Fortune 500 companies, top advertising agencies, associations and government branches on five continents and
has received rave reviews. Read more The field behavior covers a lot of reason: It is the study of the processes involved when individuals or groups choose, purchase, use or dispose of products, services, ideas or experiences to satisfy needs and desires. Consumers are taking many forms, ranging from an 8-year-old
child asking their mother for a Frozen Elsa doll to a leader in a large company that helps decide on a multimillion-dollar computer system. The items we consume include everything from canned peas to a massage, democracy, Juicy jeans, Reggaeton music, or a celebrity like Taylor Swift. The needs and desires we
satisfy range from hunger and thirst to love, status, and even spiritual fulfillment. Marketing practitioners rely on research into consumer behavior to guide strategic decisions that can range from the most effective way to phrase an ad to the optimal way to set up a store environment or how to design a public policy
campaign to encourage responsible consumption. In its early stages of development, consumer behavior researchers referred to the field as buyer behavior; This reflected the emphasis at the time (the 1960s and 1970s) on the interaction between consumers and manufacturers at the time of purchase. Most marketers
now realize that consumer behavior is actually an ongoing process, not just what happens at the moment a consumer hands over money or a credit card and in turn receives some good or service. A consumer is a person who identifies a need or desire, makes a purchase and/or then disposes of the product. In many
cases, however, different people play a role in this course of events. The buyer and user of a product may not be the same person, as when a parent picks out clothes for a teenager (and makes choices that can result in fashion suicide in the light of the teenager). In other cases, another person can act as an influencer
when he or she recommends certain products without actually buying or using them. A friend's grimace when trying on the new pair of pants may be more influential than anything your mother can say. Finally, consumers can take the form of organizations or groups. One or more people can choose products that many
want to use, such as when a purchasing agent orders a company's office supplies. In other organizational situations, a large group of people can make purchasing decisions: for example, accountants, designers, engineers, sellers and others – all of whom will have something to say in the different stages of the spending
process. An important type of organization is the family, where different family members weigh in on products and services that everyone wants to use. Successful companies understand that demand is a moving target. No organization – no matter how famous for its marketing prowess – can afford to rest on its laurels.
Everyone must continue to innovate to lie in by switching customers customers Market. BMW is a good example of a company that closely tracks consumer behavior. Automaker engineers and designers know they need to understand how drivers' needs will change in the future – even the loyal owners who love the cars
they own today. The company is highly sensitive to such important trends affecting consumer behaviour as:A desire for environmentally friendly products Increasingly congested roads and the movement of some cities like London to impose taxes on cars in key areasNew business models that encourage consumers to
rent products only while they need them instead of buying them directly. BMW answer: The company committed more than $1 billion to developing electric BMWi models such as its new i3 commuter car and i8 sports car. In addition, BMW started a car sharing service (now in several European cities as well as San
Francisco) it calls DriveNow: Drivers use a computer chip in their licenses to rent a car and leave it where they are when they no longer need it. Why should executives, advertisers and other marketing experts bother to learn about consumer behavior? Simply, it's good business. The basic marketing concept says that
organizations exist to satisfy needs. Marketers can satisfy these needs only to the extent they understand the people or organizations that will use the products and services they sell. Voila! That's why we study consumer behavior. Our society is evolving from a mass culture where many consumers share the same
preferences of a diverse one where we all have almost an infinite number of choices - just think about how many shades of lipstick or tie patterns compete for your attention. This change makes it more important than ever to identify distinct market segments and to develop specialized messages and products for these
groups. Building loyalty to a brand is a smart marketing strategy, so sometimes companies define market segments when they identify their most faithful customers or heavy users. As a rule of thumb, marketers use the 80/20 rule: 20 percent of users account for 80 percent of sales. This guideline often stays well, and in
some cases even this skewed split isn't big enough: A study of 54 million customers reported that only 2.5 percent of consumers account for 80 percent of sales for the average packaged-goods brand. Marketing's impact on consumersImitere marketing life, or vice versa? After the film Wedding Crashers became a huge
hit, hotels, wedding planners and newlyweds reported an outbreak of uninvited guests trying to access parties across the United States. For better or worse, we all live in a world that marketers' actions have a significant impact. Marketing stimuli surround us as ads, stores and products compete for our attention and
Dollars. Marketers filter much of what is learn about the world, whether through the prosperity they portray in glamorous magazines, the roles actors play in advertising, or perhaps the energy drinking a rock star just happens to hold during a photo shoot. Ads show us how to shop for recycling, alcohol consumption, the
types of houses and cars we might want to own — and even how we evaluate others based on the products they buy or don't buy. In many ways, we are also priced marketers, because we rely on them to sell us products that are safe and that perform as promised, to tell us the truth about what they sell, and to price and
distribute these products fairly. Popular culture – music, movies, sports, books, celebrities and other forms of entertainment that the mass market produces and consumes – is both a product of and an inspiration for those who study consumer behavior. It also affects our lives in more far-reaching ways, ranging from how
we recognize cultural events like marriage, death or holidays to how we view social issues like climate change, gambling and addiction. Whether it's the Super Bowl, Christmas shopping, national health care, newspaper recycling, medical marijuana, piercing, vaping, tweeting, or online video games, consumer behavior
plays a significant role in our view of the world and how we live in it. The cultural impact of consumer behavior is hard to overlook, although many people do not seem to realize how much marketers affect their preferences for film and musical heroes; the latest fashions in clothes, food, and decorating choices; and even
the physical functions that they find attractive or ugly in men and women. For example, consider the product icons that companies use to create an identity for their products. Many imaginary creatures and personalities, from Pillsbury Doughboy to Jolly Green Giant, have at some point been central figures in popular
culture. In fact, it is likely that more consumers can recognize such signs than could identify past presidents, business leaders or artists. Although these numbers never really existed, many of us feel that we know them, and they are certainly effective advocates of the products they represent. What does it mean to
consume? What's the poop on Peeps? Every year people buy about 1.5 billion of these mostly tasteless marshmallow chickens; about two-thirds of them sell around Easter. The newer version called Peeps Minis encourages people to eat them other times too, including quirky and obscure holidays like Bubble Wrap
Appreciation Day and Lost Sock Memorial Day. Peeps have no nutritional value, but they have a shelf life of two years. Maybe that's why not all Peeps are eaten. Devotees use them in decorations, dioramas, online slideshows and sculptures. Some fans feel challenged to test their Features: On more than 200 Peeps
sites, you can see fetishists skewering, microwaving, hammering, beheading, and otherwise abusing spongy confections. This fascination with a creepy little candy chicken illustrates one of the fundamental prerequisites of the modern field of consumer behavior: People often buy products not for what they do, but for
what they mean. This principle does not imply that a product's basic function is unimportant, but rather that the roles the products play in our lives extend far beyond the tasks they perform. The deeper meanings of a product can help it stand out from other similar goods and services. All things are equal, we choose the
brand that has an image (or even a personality!) in accordance with our underlying needs. For example, although most probably couldn't run faster or jump higher if they use Nikes instead of Reeboks, many die-hard loyalists swear by their favorite brand. People choose between these archrivals (or other competitors)
largely because of their brand imagery - meanings that have been carefully crafted using legions of rock stars, athletes, slickly produced advertising, and many millions of dollars. So, when you buy a Nike swoosh, you do more than choose shoes to wear at the mall; you also make a lifestyle statement about what type of
person you are or wish you were. For a relatively simple item made of leather and laces, it's quite an achievement! Our motivations for consuming range from the practical to the imaginative.  In some cases, we decide to try a product because we want to learn more about the experience and somehow grow personally.
For example, in a study undergraduates who were asked to try a new (fictitious) brand of beer were more likely to do so when they thought their level of expertise with the product was relatively low (imagine that!), and thus there was an opportunity to improve their knowledge of different properties of beer.  In other cases,
our choice of a product relates more to our broader identity as a member of a larger entity as an ethnic group or country. Consumer behavior as a field At the moment, it should be clear that the field of consumer behavior encompasses many things, from the single purchase of a carton of milk to the choice of a complex
network system; from the decision to donate money to a charity to cunning plans to rip off a company. There is very much to understand, and many ways to go about studying consumer behavior.  Although people have certainly been consumers for a long time, it is only recently that consumption per se has been the



subject of formal study. In fact, although many business schools now require that marketing majors take a consumer behavior course, most colleges don't even offer such a course until the 1970s. Where do we find researchers on consumer behavior? About we find consumers. consumer behavior researchers work for
manufacturers, retailers, marketing research firms, governments and nonprofits, and of course colleges and universities. You can find them in laboratories, running sophisticated experiments involving advanced neural imaging machines, or in malls interviewing customers. consumer behavior researchers can perform
focus groups or run large voting operations. For example, when an advertising agency began working on a new campaign for retailer JC Penney, it sent consumer behavior specialists to hang out with more than 50 women for several days. They wanted to really understand the lives of respondents, so they helped them
clean their houses, carpool, cook dinner and shop. As one of the account managers said: If you want to understand how a lion hunts, you don't go to the zoo - you go to the jungle. consumer behaviour researchers work on many types of topics, from everyday household products and high-tech installations to professional
services, museum exhibitions and public policy issues such as the effect of advertising on children. Many different perspectives shape the young field of consumer behavior. In fact, it is difficult to think of a field that is more interdisciplinary. You can find people trained in a wide range of disciplines – from psychophysiology
to literature – who do consumer research. Universities, manufacturers, museums, advertising agencies and governments hire consumer behaviour researchers. Several occupational groups, such as the Association for Consumer Research and the Society for Consumer Psychology, have been formed since the mid-
1970s to promote the study of consumer behavior. To get an idea of the diversity of interests of people who do consumer behavior research, consider the list of professional associations that sponsor the field's major journal, journal of Consumer Research: American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences,
American Statistical Association, Association for Consumer Research, Society for Consumer Psychology, International Communication Association, American Sociological Association, Institute of Management Sciences, American Anthropological Association, American Marketing Association , Society for Personality and
Social Psychology, American Association for Public Opinion Research and American Economic Association. It's a pretty mixed bag. It is clear that there are many researchers from different backgrounds who are in the study of consumer behavior. So, which is the right discipline to look at these issues? You may
remember a children's story about the blind men and the elephant. The core of the story is that each man touched a different part of the animal, and as a result, the descriptions each gave by the elephant were quite different. This also applies to consumer behaviour research. Depending on the training and interests of the
researchers who study it, they will approach the same consumer phenomenon in different ways and at different levels. In recent years, some consumer behavior research has become more proactive, as fans try to influence consumer behavior rather than just understand it. Consumer Culture Theory (CCT) generally
refers to consumer behaviour research that looks at consumption from a social and cultural point of view rather than narrower as an economic exchange. CCT studies embrace a variety of consumer behavior topics ranging from how the media shapes our perceptions of our body or how underprivileged people tackle
poverty to how Harley-Davidson riders participate in an active community of bike lovers. Many researchers consider consumer behavior to be an applied social science. They argue that the value of the knowledge we generate should be judged in terms of its ability to improve the effectiveness of marketing practices.
However, others argue that consumer behavior should not have a strategic focus at all; field should not be a servant to the business. It should instead focus on the understanding of consumption for its own sake rather than marketers who use this knowledge to make money.  Most consumer behavior researchers don't
have this rather extreme view, but it has encouraged many to expand the scope of their work beyond the field's traditional focus on buying consumer goods such as food, appliances and cars to embrace social problems such as homelessness or preserving the environment.  It explains the subtitle of my Consumer
Behavior textbook: Buy, have and be. Is.
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